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Abstract- We present the experimental results showing certain anomalies in the measurements 
performed inside a modified Faraday cage of decay rates of Ra-226, Tl-204 and Sr-90/I-90, of the 
gamma spectrum of a Cs-137 preparation, and of the capacitance of both a class-I multilayer ceramic 
capacitor and of the interconnection cable between the radiation detector and the scaler. Decay rates 
fluctuate significantly up to 5% of the initial value and differently depending on the type of nuclide, 
and the spectrum photopeak increases in 4.4%. In the case of the capacitor, direct capacitance 
measurements at 100 Hz, 10 kHz and 100 kHz show variations up to 0.7%, the most significant taking 
place at 100 Hz. In the case of the interconnection cable, the capacitance varies up to 1%. Dispersion 
also tends to increase inside the enclosure. However, the measured capacitance variations do no 
explain the observed variability in decay rates. 
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Radioactive decay is usually considered to be a random process. However, the question of the non-
random behavior in nuclear decay rates and if the decay constant can be somehow changed has long been 
of interest to the scientific community. Earlier studies, such as those of Rutherford and Geiger [1] and 
Curtis [2], provided evidence that those processes followed a Poisson distribution. However, it has been 
many years since non-expected results in radiation measurements have been reported and have been the 
object of numerous studies. As early as in 1924, Kutzner observed abnormal results in alpha decay of 
polonium [3]. He suggested the results were possibly caused by nuclear-nuclear interactions. Later, 
Anderson stated that the hypothesis of Kutzner could not be disregarded [4] and in a later paper he 
reported that γ emissions detected following radioactive decay of Co-60 and Cs-137 nuclei deviated 
significantly form the theoretical (random) expectation [5]. In 1972, Emery discusses the macroscopic 
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ways of changing the rates of electron capture and internal conversion [6]. In 1977, Dostal et al. provided 
a review of the fundamental principles used to explain the decay rates variations produced by chemical or 
physical means [7]. Other researchers, like Norman et al. [8], measured the electron-capture decay rate of 
Be-7 and of K-40 (implanted into different hosts), with 0.38% and non-detectable decay variation 
respectively. 
 
Recently, this question has gained renewed interest due to the evidence for a correlation between 
nuclear decay half-lives and Earth-Sun distance and also by the observation of a dip in the decay rate for 
Mn-54 which coincided with the 2006 December 13 solar flare [9, 10]. One of the most recent papers in 
this field is the one of Sturrock et al. about the anomalous results in an analysis of beta-decay rates of 
several nuclides acquired at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt from 1990 to 1995 [11]. The 
authors state that the presented results about oscillations and periodicities in decay rates were compatible 
with a solar influence; they do not appear to be compatible with an experimental or environmental 
impact, and it is possible that Ba-133 measurements are also subject to a non-solar (possibly cosmic) 
factor [11, 12]. Nowadays, there is as yet no accepted theory to explain beta-decay variability, but 
according to Fischbach et al. the hypothesis proposed by Falkenberg [13] that beta-decay may be 
influenced by neutrinos should be taken into account (a similar hypothesis has been proposed by 
Parkhomov [14]). Also, to try to explain the results, they refer to the possible variations in the 
magnitudes of fundamental parameters, such as the fine structure constant and the electron-to-proton 
mass ratio [9]. Furthermore, and based on a detailed description of the empirical evidence for the 
variability and periodicity of decay in a range of nuclides, Pons et al. provide a candidate novel 
theoretical contribution for the explanation of that variability [15]. 
 
Another approach regarding fluctuations in decay processes has been developed by Shnoll et al. In the 
1960s they suggested that the scatter in experimental measurements (of noise processes) was not entirely 
random, this effect being caused by some general unknown cosmophysical (cosmogonical) factor(s) [16]. 
This can be seen through the comparison of the histograms obtained from those measurements in a series 
of experiments: whether the processes consist in the rate of a chemical reaction, the fluctuation noise of 
the rate of dark current measured in a photomultiplier [17], the radioactive decay or any other process 
generating a random signal, a sequence of histograms can be obtained from those signals by dividing the 
time series in short non-overlapping consecutive intervals [18]. Then, when analyzing and comparing the 
corresponding successive histograms, one can observe the non-randomness of the obtained measurements 
in a set of characteristics [19, 20, 21]. One of these characteristics is the “near-zone-effect” (NZE): this 
means that the relative number of similar histograms is reproduced with high probability in time intervals 
which are consecutive to each other (this effect can be correlated with some solar-geophysical indices 
[22]). Another characteristic is that the similarity of histograms tends to repeat itself at definite intervals 
close to the length of an Earth day and year (i.e., there exist a periodicity in the fine structure of 
histograms).  
 
Aside from Fichbach, Sturrock and Shnoll, other researchers have also found, over the course of many 
years, influences of geo-cosmic factors on chemical, physical and biological processes, [23, 24, 25, 26]. 
Even as early as the first part of the past century, researchers like Piccardi, Mosseti, Capel-Boute and 
Bortels [27], became aware of the effect of external spatial agents (and particularly of the solar activity) 
on chemical, physical-chemical and biological processes [23]. So, in 1951 Piccardi and coworkers begun 
to verify that the non-reproducibility of experimental results on different physical-chemical as well as 
biological systems was related to Earth movements (around the Sun and along its path through the 
Galaxy) and to solar activity. In order to try to isolate the systems under study from external components 




metallic cover, thus executing his chemical test under those conditions (the test consists in the hydrolysis 
of bismuth chloride in presence of acid and production of bismuth oxychloride). One of the conclusions 
was that those experiments were affected in one way or another depending on the nature of the metal 
screen, one of the most important characteristics being its specific electrical conductance [27].  
 
The results of those tests (test D inside, and test F outside the cage), showed that, the smaller the solar 
activity was, the more different the results were. Besides, tests D (performed by the 1950s), revealed an 
annual minimum during the months of March, when the Earth is directed approximately towards the 
galactic center at maximum speed; in other words, test D seemed to reveal the effects of the helical 
motion of the Earth in the Galaxy: this was Piccardi’s solar hypothesis. Later, a shift in annual variation 
of tests D over the years was observed, which was related to the influence of other cosmic objects [28]. 
Piccardi’s tests have been thoroughly studied along the years and his results have been analyzed and 
confirmed by many researchers [29]. Similarly to the Shnoll effect, it was also interpreted from a 
relativistic point of view [30]. 
 
Other works with metallic enclosures which also yield anomalous results were performed in the field 
of biology and biophysics. So, by the 1930s, Reich also found specific biological reactions when using a 
modified Faraday cage (MFC). This structure consisted in a multilayer- metallic enclosure in which each 
side was made from alternating layers of metal and organic substance [31].  
 
Over the course of many years, dissertations and experiments with Reich’s enclosure have been 
performed [32, 33], and recently, experiments about the influence of this MFC on biological systems and 
about its influence on the water structure by significantly increasing its structured fraction, have been 
presented [34]. But aside from the many biological and physical effects Reich described, one of them 
refers to Ra-226 decay rates measurements which seemed to show anomalous fluctuations [31]. 
 
Thus, based upon the results obtained by Piccardi and Reich with metallic screens, upon the 
experimental results presented by Fischbach, Sturrock and Shnoll, and recently by Farshchuck et al. [34], 
following questions are raised.  
 
a) Whether it can be statistically confirmed that a (multilayer-) metallic enclosure can also affect 
radiation measurements obtained with a Geiger-Müller (GM) counter tube, specifically, (average 
values of) background counts and decay rates from different radioactive sources, (as well as 
other); the same question can be raised regarding the spectrum obtained with a multichannel 
analyzer (MCA). 
b) Whether some specific effect/trend can be observed along a 24 hours or longer periods, or along 
different months. 
c) Besides, since radioactivity measurements obtained with a GM detector and a MCA are the first 
objects of this investigation, the question was also raised on whether possible anomalies could be 
caused by some effect on the circuitry of the detectors. Since the electronics of these devices 
include a combination of resistors R and capacitors C, and since the pulses shape depends on the 
RC value [35], it has been investigated: 1) the response of a low-pass RC filter inside such 
structure, and 2) the stability of capacitors’ impedance inside it.  
 
In this paper we show that all the performed measurements, namely, background counts, decay rates 
of radioactive samples, the spectrum of a nuclide as well as the low-pass filter time constant and a 
capacitor’s capacitance, change and/or oscillate significantly (although with variable intensities along the 




measurements are not always reproducible in the sense of reference [27], the fluctuations and jumps in 
data are systematically detected. In Section II we present the results along with the discussion and in 




2. Results and discussion 
 
In what follows, the results obtained from the comparison of measurements both outside and inside 
the MFC are shown. As mentioned in the Appendix, simple statistical analysis is the tool to compare the 
corresponding data sets. Unless otherwise specified, all analyses are performed at the 99% confidence 
level. Also, the results are often presented as the mean along with the confidence interval of the mean, 
i.e., as ±2 σm.  
 
 
2.1. Background counts  
 
The functioning of the GM counter tube was firstly checked. This analysis showed a plateau slope in 
accordance with specifications, i.e. ≤ 0.04%/V. On the other hand, two data groups of background 
measurements (denoted by OUT-1 and OUT-2), taken outside the box during two separated periods of 
about four and two hours respectively (at time intervals of 1 min) fit a Poisson distribution (and are 
compared later in Fig. 1a). These tests ensure that the GM counter tube works correctly.  
 
The stability of the measurements in a further test outside the box over a 19 hours period (OUT-3) 
was also verified by means of an ANOVA analysis (not represented). With this purpose, counts were 
recorded successively each minute and thus, the data recorded each hour were pooled in nineteen groups 
of sixty data each one. Since all these data groups fit quite well a normal distribution and variances were 
statistically equal, the comparison between the groups could be performed. The numerical results for F-
ratio and P-value are F=0.64, P=0.8792 respectively. Therefore, all the nineteen groups had the same 
mean. The grand average value was 16.53 cpm, (0.27 cps) and the standard deviation σ = 0.43 cpm 
(0.007 cps). 
 
It is noteworthy that a subsequent test outside the box (OUT-4) was repeated during 26 hours about 
nine months after the onset of the experiments and yielded a similar result (not represented): neither 
significant difference amongst the means nor significant difference amongst the variances of the data 
groups could be observed. In this case, the grand average was 16.20 cpm (0.27 cps) and the standard 
deviation 0.55 cpm (0.009 cps). Thus, it could be assumed that a similar result would be obtained for 
longer measurement periods. Moreover, the comparison of the two data sets OUT-3 and OUT-4 (using a 
t-test) yields that both the means and the standard deviations are equal.  
 
After the confirmation of stability outside the enclosure, the next step consisted in comparing results 
of measurements taken both outside and inside the MFC. For this purpose tests inside the box followed in 
different ways. Firstly, measurements were taken discontinuously over several days and at different 
hours; then, results were compared with the two previous tests outside the box (OUT-1 and OUT-2, as 
shown in Fig. 1a). Secondly, measurements were taken continuously over a number of days (divided in 
four periods) but alternating the GM location outside and inside the shield to search for differences (Fig. 





2.1.1. Background counts comparison. Some discontinuous measurements 
 
As mentioned before, Fig. 1a shows some background measurements comparison both outside and 
inside the MFC: since these first data groups fit a Poisson distribution, the comparison was performed by 
means of the Kruskal-Wallis test to compare medians (using a Box-and-Whisker plot). The first two tests, 
OUT-1 and OUT-2, do not show a statistical significant difference amongst the medians; but the 
following four tests on the inside, IN-1 to IN-4 (also taken during periods of similar length of about three 
hours, at 1 min intervals) differ significantly from previous ones (12 cpm outside and 18 cpm inside the 
shield), whereas they do not differ from each other. All variances are equal and the number of outliers 
tended to be higher inside the box. These results were obtained in 2014 June and 2014 July. 
Beyond the differences in median values, skewness and kurtosis also seemed to show noticeable 
increments inside the cage (for instance, kurtosis in test IN-3 being 13.4 whereas in all other cases it was 
in the range ±2). Besides, although the variance values do not show a statistically significant increase 
(which can be seen by using the median based Levene test for variances comparisons [36]), they showed 
an upward trend with time: this possible result deserves more investigations to check if a significant 
change (and/or fluctuations) in variance could take place after a period of time long enough (this 
possibility was taken into account in the next cases). 
Although GM counters are very stable and robust detection systems [10, 37, 38] previous results show 
that counts at that time inside this MFC were higher and more dispersed than in the outside, which is 
contrary to what could be expected (the stability of GM counters has been discussed in the Appendix). 
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Fig. 1  Background counts comparison and analysis. a) Box-and-Whisker plot to compare median values 
of background counts measurements both outside (OUT) and inside (IN) the MFC. Data were taken on 
June and July 2014. Counting rates increase from 12 cpm to 18 cpm. Outliers tend to increase inside the 
shield. b) Alternating background counts comparison during four periods in 2014 December: two periods 
inside the MFC, IN-5, IN-6, and two periods on the outside, OUT-5, OUT-6, all of which have the same 
medians and variances except for skewness, which tends to increase inside the cage. c) Data groups 
constituting period IN-5 of subfigure b). d) Data groups constituting period IN-6 of subfigure b). Some of 
the means in c) and d) that are different have been marked with a square (high values) and with a triangle 
(low values). All times and dates in all Figures are reported in UTC. 
 
2.1.2. Continuous and alternating background counts 
The next step was to perform continuous and alternating tests inside and outside the box for 
background counts measurements some time later (Fig. 1b). This was carried out during four additional 
periods in 2014 December. Counts were recorded each minute and pooled in groups of sixty data per 
group (one group each our). These successive periods and time span were: IN-5, from 2014 December 18 
at 13:00 to 2014 December 19 at 09:00; OUT-5, ranged from 2014 December 19 at 10:00 to 2014 
December 19 at 16:00; IN-6, from 2014 December 19 at 17:00 to 2014 December 22 at 09:00, and OUT-
6, from 2014 December 22 at 10:00 to 2014 December 22 at 18:00.  
Contrary to what shown in Fig. 1a, the comparison of those four periods of Fig. 1b showed that there 
was no difference amongst the medians: this time, variances were equal and the skewness of periods IN-5 
and IN-6 are 3.5 and 7.3 respectively; kurtosis of IN-5 is 2.6. Thus, it raises the question on whether the 
emergence of such differences could show some seasonality. This possibility was taken into account 
along the whole experimental period. 
On the other hand, when comparing to each other (by means of a t-test) the data groups which 
constitute OUT-5 and OUT-6 in Fig. 1b, no difference amongst the means of the groups belonging to 
those periods appeared (as with the longer data groups in OUT-3 and OUT-4). Another set of data, OUT-
7 (not represented), taken during 68 hours in 2015 July 15, showed the same stable results. However, 
when comparing to each other the groups constituting the periods IN-5 and IN-6 (of subfigure b) one can 
observe groups with different means. This is shown in Fig. 1c (for period IN-5) and in Fig. 1d (for period 
IN-6), where the crosses and triangles mark some of the groups with different means (confidence 
intervals for the means are represented). They generally are different at the 95% confidence level 
although some pairs are different at the 99% confidence level.  
Other observations can be drawn from the previous tests (Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d). Firstly, it seems that 
fluctuations with significant changes in mean (median) values (and eventually in variances, skewness and 
kurtosis), are usually noticeable, not immediately after the onset of the measurements inside the box, but 
after a certain amount of time, in contrast to the stationarity observed during the tests outside the box. 
Also, it could be due to chance, but some maxima and minima in cpm can be observed close to 00:00 or 
12:00 hours. All this will be observed again in the next measurements. 
Thus, from the described experiments, the question arises on whether the increase in background 
counts along with the variations in skewness and kurtosis is the result of an increase (and fluctuations) in 
spurious counts, and/or by perturbations of the counter circuitry, (basically composed by resistors and 
capacitors). In that case, this would raise the additional question on the reason of the appearance of such 




Various physical mechanisms lead to the production of after-pulses [35, 39, 40]. One of them consists 
in the production of low-energy electrons at the cathode surface through the photoelectric effect. The 
latter, in turn, is caused by photons coming from excited atoms produced in the avalanche. Other 
seemingly not fully understood mechanisms are described in the literature [41]. Some of them are field 
emission of electrons at the cathode wall or metastable states of the counter gas. Assuming that there are 
no trivial errors in the presented experiments, one could ask about the reasons for such mechanisms to be 
enhanced inside the MFC. For now, it can only be said that all happens as if electrons were more ready to 
cross the potential barrier in the cathode metal surface, and as if the metastable states of the gas could 
discharge their excess of energy more easily.  
In what follows, we present the decay rate results obtained with the radioactive preparations. Later on, 
changes in the spectrum of a Cs-137 source are briefly outlined. 
 
2.2. Decay rates of several radioactive samples 
 
The next two paragraphs refer to measurements which were performed with different preparations and 
in different ways. Firstly, data were taken during short and discontinuous periods using two preparations 
of Ra-226 and Tl-204. Later, continuous decay rates were measured during longer periods using an 
additional Sr-90/Y-90 source. In this way: a) the repeatability of results can be seen and b), the latter way 
of measurements allows the observation of variations which otherwise would have remained unnoticed.  
 
 
2.2.1. Short and discontinuous measurements of Ra-226 and Tl-204 decay rates 
 
As regards the decay rate measurements of radioactive sources, Fig. 2 shows the results of the first 
five and eight measurements using the Ra-226 and Tl-204 preparations respectively, both outside and 
inside the box: they were taken in a discontinuous way during short periods of time (two/three hours in 
average each day) along several days (in June and July 2014).  
 
a) Ra-226 
In Fig. 2a, the mean value of the first test outside the box (on 2014 June 23) yields about 17850 cpm. 
It differs from the means of the three following three tests, which in turn are about 600 cpm higher, (i.e., 
about 3%) and statistically equal to each other (LSD intervals overlap). But the fourth measurement (on 
2014 July 31, which was taken with both the lead container and the scaler inside the box), drops 









Fig. 2  Some short and discontinuous decay rates measurements both outside and inside the box. a) Ra-
226 decay rate outside the box (OUT, on 2014 June 23), and three measurements inside it (IN, on 2014 
July), which are about 3% higher. The fourth measurement was taken with both the lead container and 
the scaler inside the enclosure (on 2014 July 31), and differs about 1.9% from the first measurement. The 
dashed line is the wet air density: changes in decay rates do not correspond to changes in air density and 
in ambient temperature. b) Two different Tl-204 decay rates measurements (outside the box) on 2014 
June 6 followed by six more (inside) on 2014 July. Results inside the MFC increased about 0.8%. 
Fluctuations appeared in the two last measurements when all the instruments were placed inside the cage. 
The dashed line is the wet air density. There is no correlation between both series of values and 
measurements are not determined by ambient temperature either. 
 
 
On the other hand (as when measuring background counts), as time passes, some statistics tend to 
deviate from their initial values; so, on this occasion skewness and kurtosis of data taken on 2014 July 31 
took the values 2.3, i.e., they came slightly outside the limits corresponding to a normal distribution (i.e., 
-2/+2). Also, as in previous Figures, the number of outliers increased inside the MFC. 
 
As mentioned in section A.1, ambient temperature and (wet) air density have to be examined to 
ensure that they are not factors which explain the observed changes in decay rates. Air density must be 
taken into account because it determines the more or less loss of energy of beta particles when crossing 
the gap between source and detector’s mica window. Wet air density ρ (in kg w.a./m
3
) can be obtained 








Where 𝜃 is the absolute humidity and 𝑣𝑠 is the wet air specific volume, which in turn depends on the 
relative humidity (RH). Values of ρ obtained from Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 2a: by simple inspection one 
can see that that mean value on test on July 31 should be higher than the other following three values on 
the inside: therefore, no dependence from this environmental factor can be deduced. Another procedure 
to calculate this density is given in Ref. [43, 44]: as shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. [10], air density decreases 
when temperature increases and when RH increases.  
 
In regard to ambient temperature, maximum temperature oscillation was less than four degrees 
































































In Fig. 2b an ANOVA analysis for the measurements with Tl-204 shows that decay rates in the first 
two tests on the outside (on the same day 2014 June 06) are only about 0.8% (or 180 cpm) lower than in 
the following four tests on the inside (from 2014 July 21 to July 24). Variances are not different. It is 
noteworthy that the observed increase in cpm was much lower than in the case of radium. 
 
Afterwards, as in the case with radium, the whole system was placed inside the box (i.e., the lead 
container together with the scaler): here again the first reaction was a decrease in cps (on 2014 July 30) , 
but a subsequent test showed an increase in decay rate (on July 31). Aside, outliers also tended to 
increase. 
 
The values of skewness of the measurements taken on July 22, 23, and 30 are about 3.2, thus slightly 
outside the limits for a normal distribution (a median analysis also yields that medians are different). 
 
As in the previous case, Fig. 2b also presents wet air density for all measurements periods. Here 
again, there is no model which correlates both series of data. Moreover, from June 06 to July 21 there 
was a drop of less than two degrees centigrade, which does not explain the increase in cpm either.  
 
 
2.2.2. Longer and continuous decay rates measurements of Ra-226, Tl-204 and Sr-90/Y-90 
 
Previous tests were performed discontinuously during short intervals. The next steps consisted in the 
realization of longer and continuous measurements in different ways and with three different radioactive 
sources: the two previous ones and an additional of Sr-90/Y-90. 
 
 
2.2.2.1. Measurements with Ra-226 
 
a) Ra-226 decay rate with GM4 inside the box 
In the next experiment, one can see the evolution of decay rate measurements taken consecutively 
during 91 hours (Fig. 3a). In this case a different counter tube GM4 was used; this tube has the same 
characteristics except for that the lead container has slightly thinner walls than the former one. As before, 
each point in Fig. 3a represents the mean of 60 measurements of one minute duration and each side of the 
bars represent two times the error of the mean σm. Almost all those individual measurements fit a normal 
distribution as well as the complete set of data, and there is not a statistically significant difference 
amongst the standard deviations. 
 
This experiment began on 2014 December 5 at 13:00. For some reason, a first transient-like ascending 
ramp started after about two hours of placing GM4 inside the shield, and the first measurement which 
differed from the two firsts ones appeared five hours after the onset of the experiment (marked with a 
triangle). These two points differ in more than 4σm. A t-test gives obviously a significant difference 
between those means. 
 
The first ascending ramp (transient) developed during nine hours and was followed by another 
descending transient. It might also be by chance, but the first peak appears coincidentally around 00:00 
(similarly as in Fig. 1c) and represents an increment of 0.8%, (or > 4σm) as in the case of Tl-204 in Fig. 
2b, but it was a quite lower increase in comparison with Fig. 2a (decay rates of Ra-226 inside GM1 and 




followed, along with a gradual increase in cpm throughout the hours, and a last jump was observed 
during the last 12 hours. The highest cpm values were reached after about 84 hours from the beginning 
and were about 1.1% higher than the initial two means and about 12σm. However, this increment was still 
much lower than the one observed in Fig. 2a. A longer observation time in similar conditions would be 
necessary to verify if further ascending jumps could take place, but again the question arises about a 






Fig. 3  Measurements taken with a second counter GM4 using Ra-226 on 2014 December. a) Continuous 
decay rate measurements inside the MFC during 91 hours, starting on 2014 December 5 at 13:00. A first 
strong oscillation develops with a first increase of 0.8% (or >4 σm), and a subsequent ascending ramp 
until it reaches a 1.1% increase in cpm (or 12σm). This increase cannot be explained by environmental 
factors. b) Transient after placing the source inside the box one week later; it is similar to the transient in 
Fig. 3a. The cpm at the starting points in a) and b) are different. 
 
 
As regards the possible influence of environmental factors, (outdoors) temperature dropped from 17.9 
ºC on the onset of the test to 10 ºC at the point where the first maximum in cpm readings was reached. 
Therefore, without that temperature variation, actually recorded cpm would have been up to 0.36% 
higher (see Appendix). Moreover, since air density also increased from about 1.215 kg·m
-3
 to 1.250 
kg·m
-3
, true readings would have been even higher. A similar reasoning can be made regarding the 
maximum located on 2014 December 9 at 04:00 (marked with a triangle), where temperature is 12.4 ºC 





b) More measurements of Ra-226 decay rate with GM4 and subsequent background counts.  
This experiment is similar to the previous one and was performed one week later with the same 
counter GM4, but only during 26 hours (results in Fig. 3b). The objectives were: 1) to check once more 
that decay rates measurements increases and/or fluctuates inside the MFC, 2) that this increase develops 
in a similar way as seen in Fig. 3a, and 3) to check the values of background counts, and specifically, to 
check and to look for a possible remnant effect in the recorded background counts after removing the Ra-
226 source from inside the lead container but leaving it inside the MFC. The first point (outside the box) 
is 17400 cpm, or 1.4% below the first point in Fig. 3a (with no apparent reason), and about 2.5% (or 
24σm) lower than the highest value in that Figure. The approximated confidence intervals show again the 
statistically significant differences between means of tests performed outside and inside the MFC. 
 
The first ascending ramp that took place in this case (Fig. 3b) is similar to the one in Fig. 3a. Also this 














































































the following seven hours: the highest increase in counts was again of about 0.8%, which had been 
repeatedly observed (see Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b), but did not reach similar cpm values as those in Fig. 3a 
(possibly due to a much shorter measurement interval). Afterwards no strong oscillations were noticed, 
either.  
 
In regard to environmental factors, air temperature and density were 17.1 ºC and 1.2191 kg·m
-3
, 
respectively, at the onset of the test on 2014 December 16 at 13:00, whereas nine hours later (at 22:00) 
when the source was inside the box, those parameters were 13.6 ºC and 1.2347 kg·m
-3
. Once more, these 
changes do not correspond to the cpm observed variations. 
 
On the other hand, after extracting the source from GM4, but leaving the container inside box, the 
background counts did not show any strong and noticeable remnant effect. Only slight differences 
between background results inside and outside the box were noticed (not represented). Again, the 
question arises on whether this is caused by a tendency of spurious pulses to increase when measuring 
inside the MFC. 
 
In what follows all measurements were performed with the GM1 counter tube. 
 
 
c) Ra-226 decay rate alternating measurements on 2015 January  
Previous experiments in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b showed the instability and the responses appearing in 
measurements when the preparation is placed and kept inside the MFC for a longer time than in Fig. 2a 
and Fig. 2b. The next step consisted in observing the measurements results when inserting and removing 
repeatedly the GM1 counter from the enclosure (the source was left inside or outside the enclosure for 
hours). Particularly, it was intended to check again the existence of the aforementioned ups and downs in 
cpm and to analyze the counts evolution outside the MFC after the unstable counting rates were 
registered inside it. Besides, although it could be assumed that tests on the outside would be stable 
overtime with no statistically significant oscillations (like the first points in Fig. 2b, Fig. 3a, and Fig. 3b 
and also subsequently, in the case of Sr-90/Y-90), it was also thought to check once more this assumption 
about our counting system. The results are presented in Fig. 4a, where one can distinguish different 
groups for the measurements taken on 2015 January. It is worth noting that the initial cpm values 
(outside) were close to the last values in Fig. 2a (inside). 
 
Measurements results in Fig. 4a are similar to those in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 in the sense that they show the 
already known and more or less intense expected fluctuations (during the 31 hours that the source was 
inside the shield). The first three means on the outside (starting on 2015 January 07 at 13:00), were equal. 
But after several hours of having inserted the source inside the box (at 16:00), they were followed by a 
slight increase of 0.5% (less than in Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a), with a first peak on January 7 at 19:00, and by a 
subsequent oscillation (in a seemingly unpredictable manner) of the recorded means (a small peak 
appeared nearby 00:00 on January 8 and a second peak on January 8 at 13:00, nearby solar noon). Then, 
after extracting the GM1 from the shield (on 2015 January 8 at 16:00), an abrupt drop in cpm took place. 
This was followed by 18 hours on the outside (until 2015 January 9 at 09:00) with no noticeable 
significant oscillations of the means. And as usual, some data groups in the subsequent period on the 
inside (on January 9 at 11:00 and at 14:00 showed different means (and medians) and variances: test F 
for variances comparison yields F = 1.86458 and P = 0.0180729, lower than 0.05; aside, P-value = 





The oscillations described in the previous paragraph reach sometimes values that differ significantly 
from the means on the outside, although in this experiment the difference between the most significantly 
different values is of 0.8%, which is similar to the observed variations in Fig. 2b, Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b 
(considering that measurements were taken at different months): however, these small differences in 
percentage are about 4σm or even 6σm. Aside, the highest value is almost 3% higher than the first 
measurement in Fig. 2a (about 17880 cpm), although it dropped later (see next subsection). 
 
The recurrent questions arises on whether the intensity of the effect is dependent on the season (or on 
the month), and in that case, which would be the reason of this effect. The response to the former 
question requires more observations along several years. Regarding the latter question, one possible 
explanation could be the appearance of fluctuations in detector’s dead time which in turn would allow 




d) More Ra-226 measurements on 2015 February and March 
Next test with Ra-226 inside the box was undertook from 2015 February 27 to 2015 to March 2, (Fig. 
4b). The confidence intervals for the means are given by ± 2σm. It is noteworthy that the initial decay 
rates (about 17900 cpm) were similar to the values at the onset of the experiments in 2014 June and July, 
i.e., 1.8% lower than at the end of Fig. 4a (18250 cpm).  
 
Furthermore, measurements behaved similarly to what seen in previous tests with the same source, 
although this time two successive peaks appeared during the first ten hours. The initial increase in cpm is 
of less intensity and (again) only an increase of about 0.8% was reached. After the two first oscillations a 
long period of about 34 hours of relative stability followed at about the same initial counting rate (17880 
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 (c)  (d) 
Fig. 4  Measurements along different months. a) Alternating measurements inside and outside the MFC 
with GM1and Ra-226 from 2015 January 7 to January 9. A first increase in cpm and a peak on January 7 
at 19:00, followed by a slight oscillation, appear after transferring the source inside the cage. An abrupt 
drop in cpm took place after extracting the source (on January 8 at 16:00), and measurements were stable 
outside the shield and equal to the first means in the Figure. b) Test with Ra226 inside the shield, from 
2015 February 27 to 2015 March 2. There is a similar increase of about 0.8% as in previous experiments, 
and two successive peaks appeared. Values at the end of the Figure are about the same as on the onset of 
the experiments in 2014 June. c) and d) More measurements with Ra-226 inside the MFC. c) On 2015 
April 1 and April 2 fluctuations are small (differences of only 2σm) but decay rates are up to 5% higher 
than in 2014 June and July. d) Fluctuations up to 6σm appeared from 2015 April 22 to 28; seven of the 
most different means are marked with a triangle. Values in d) are lower and more fluctuating than in c) 
but in both cases higher than on the onset of the experiments. 
 
 
However, ten days later (Figure not represented), i.e., from 2015 March 13 at 12:54 to March 14 at 
02:00 (coincidentally close to the equinox), readings taken during 850 minutes rose again, until about 
18500 cpm, showing an upward trend: on this occasion cpm were higher than in Fig. 2a, Fig. 3 and Fig. 
4a and 4b, thus showing that cpm increased with time, although not uniformly, to about 3.5% from the 
initial value on 2014 June (i.e., reaching the highest decay rates since the onset of the experiments). This 
trend was confirmed in the next measurements (next subsection e), with even a higher cpm. 
 
 
e) More Ra-226 measurements on 2015 April 
Since it seems that there exists some seasonality in the presented measurements (which has some 
resemblances to the observations of the authors mentioned in the Introduction section), and since an 
upward trend was apparent, more tests inside the cage were necessary to perform. So, in Fig. 4c one can 
see the measurements that were taken from 2015 April 1 to April 2 during 23 hours. In comparison with 
the values on 2014 July 14, 15 and 16, current data are up to 2%, (360 cpm), and up to 5% higher than 
the first measurement (on June 23) in that Figure. Here, one can observe the highest cpm values up until 
this date (more than 18720 cpm). On the other hand, only slight fluctuations are apparent in Fig. 4c and 
by means of a t-test one can verify that mean value at April 1 at 19:00 is different from the means at 
April 1 at 12:00, 17:00, and April 2 at 00:00 and 09:00, but only at the 95% confidence level and 2σm. 
 
In Fig. 4d (measurements taken from 2015 April 22
 
to April 27), fluctuations increased with time and 




















































































































































2.2.2.2. Some measurements with Tl-204 
 
The next brief analysis refers to the comparison of decay rates of Tl-204 measured at different times, 
both outside and inside the MFC, which are: a) measurements taken during almost 3 hours outside the 
box, from 2014 June 12 at 09:00 to about 12:00 (see three first mean values in Fig. 5), and b), data taken 
during 27 consecutive hours inside the MFC, from 2015 July 25 at 17:00, to July 26 at 19:00. In this 
Figure the confidence interval for each mean is also represented. All standard deviations are equal and all 
data groups fit a normal distribution quite well. 
 
This Figure (as well as all previous ones where sharp changes in cpm are shown) exemplifies how 
cumulative skewness (starting on 2014 July 25 at 17:00 and taking the fifteen following points) deviate 
significantly from the values corresponding to a normal distribution. That interval includes the first dip 
on July 25 at 22:00 and the ten subsequent data groups. 
 
 
Fig.5  Tl-204 decay rates comparison both outside and inside the enclosure taken at different days and 
months. The first three points correspond to three hours outside the box on 2014 June 12. The following 
26 measurements were taken throughout 26 consecutive hours inside the MFC, starting on 2014 July 25 
at 17:00. An increase up to 1.1% can be observed after placing the GM1 inside the box. Coincidentally, a 
peak appears on July 26 at about 00:00, coinciding with a small peak in geomagnetic activity. Another 
small peak (relative to its surrounding) appears 12 hours later on July 26 at 12:00. Cumulative skewness 
from data before the first dip and after the first peak deviate from values representing a normal 
distribution. 
 
Once more, measurement results inside the box tend to be higher than outside it: in this case, the 
difference is about 1.1%, somewhat higher than in Fig. 2b. The first three tests form a homogeneous 
group which differs significantly from almost all the other means inside it (except for some values like 
July 25 at 22:00, July 26 at 13:00, and at 14:00). This can be also verified with the t-test. The difference 
between the initial values and the peak is greater than 8σm. 
 
The fluctuations around the peak on July 26 at 00:00 are noteworthy: a sharp decrease starts on July 
25 at 20:00, reaching a minimum after two hours at 22:00; then, a sharp increase starts (also of two hours 
duration) with a peak on July 26 at 00:00. This also coincided with a peak in geomagnetic activity 
observed at that time [45]. After this peak, means from July 26 at 00:00 to 07:00 follow an exponential 




Also, as in previous cases, a Box-and-Whiskers plot (not represented) shows that outliers of the 













































































2.2.2.3. Some measurements with Sr-90/Y-90 
 
The third sample used to analyze decay rates was a Sr-90/Y-90 preparation. Data inside the MFC were 
taken on 2014 December, 2015 February, and 2015 May. But first, in order to check the stability of the 
measurements, data were taken during 28 hours outside the box (Fig. 6a, starting on 2015 December 9 at 
11:25) and, as expected, neither statistically significant difference amongst the means nor significant 
difference amongst the standard deviations was detected. The grand mean was 402.6 cpm and the 
standard deviation 20.1 cpm. Skewness and kurtosis were slightly out of range only in four cases. 
 
The first 28 measurements outside the MFC were followed by two different periods on the inside (Fig. 
6b): firstly during about 17 hours (starting on 2014 December 11 at 10:00) and later during 14 more 
hours (starting on 2014 December 15 at 9:00). The radiation was attenuated by the same bulk of the 
source because it was placed upside down on the tray of the lead container. 
 
Again, after about five hours on the inside, the values started to fluctuate around the mean value. The 
resulting oscillations led to significant differences in mean values up to 3.1% (or 4σm). This result differs 
from the other outcomes observed in previous experiments (as in Fig. 3a, and Fig. 4), where first an 
initial increase in decay rates took place, which was followed by subsequent oscillations. The last period 
of about fourteen hours inside the box ,also showed abnormal fluctuations and significant variations up to 








Fig. 6  Measurements outside and inside the MFC with Sr-90/Y-90. a) Preliminary measurements outside 
the box during 28 hours, starting on 2014 December 9. There is no significant difference amongst the 



















































































































































































































































































































with the sample in the inside: fluctuations appeared with differences up to 3.1% (or >4σm). c) 
Measurements inside the box from 2015 February 3 to February 9. Fluctuations appeared after 36 hours 
inside the MFC. At this time, maximal differences were of 1% (or 7σm). Two of the most distant means 
are marked with a square and a triangle. d) Test inside the enclosure from 2015 May 5 to May 8. 
Fluctuations were similar to those in 2015 February (0.9% or 6σm). The average cpm in this test is 5% 
lower than in February. 
 
 
Here as well, no significant differences amongst the variances were found. The values of skewness 
and kurtosis (for the successive data groups inside the box) are always within the limits of a normal 
distribution.  
 
In Fig. 6b one can observe once more that, as time passes, fluctuations appear inside the MFC in some 
unexpected manner. Therefore, in order to repeat the previous experiment, to try to see the previous 
effect again and to record decay rates during an even longer time, more measurements were taken in 
2015 February and May 2015. Results are shown in Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d respectively. In these cases the 
recorded activity is higher because the radiation was not attenuated by the bulk of the source. 
 
Measurements starting on 2015 of February 3 lasted for 146 hours (Fig. 6c). Similarly to previous 
cases, at the beginning there were no significant differences amongst the means, with almost no 
oscillations during the first 36 hours. However, fluctuations appeared afterwards (along with a decreasing 
trend), although more attenuated than in Fig. 6b and with a maximum difference amongst the means of 
1% (or 7σm).  
 
Later on, measurements starting on 2015 May 5 (at about 11:00) lasted for almost three days (Fig. 
6d). Here, fluctuations were similar to those in Fig. 6c and differences up to 0.9% (or 6σm) appeared 
again. But, it seems important emphasize that with regard to the measured activity, a very significant 
drop in cpm was noticed (contrary to what happened with Ra-226 measurements): whereas in 2015 
February (Fig. 6c) the grand mean was around 8560 cpm, in 2015 May (Fig. 6d) it was 8116 cpm, or 5% 
lower. In the case of Ra-226, however, an increase of about 4.5% in cpm took place from 2015 February 
to April (Fig. 4).  
 
Thus, all this raises again the question on the possible seasonal effect and on the mechanism that 
originates such changes, which on the other hand seems to act differently depending on the type of 
nuclide. Therefore, since the number of results is too low to draw relevant conclusions, it is necessary to 
repeat the measurements as many times as possible in other months (and simultaneously with different 
nuclides) to check whether there are actually periods in which: a) the highest fluctuations in short periods 
of time take place and b), the highest (absolute) increment in activity can be observed.  
 
Due to the different responses of Sr-90/Y-90 with regard to Ra-226 and Tl-204, another question that 
arises is whether it might be related to the different kind of radiation emitted by the nuclide and to the 
detection mechanism. While the former element only emits beta minus particles (which only interact with 
the gas) and do not emit gamma rays, Ra-226 emit alpha, beta and gamma rays (although alpha particles 
are filtered by the source envelop), and Tl-204 emits beta minus particles and low intensity X-rays.  
 
Gamma and X rays of low energy interact with the gas atoms by photo-ionization, but for higher 
energies, the ionization of the gas is caused by electrons ejected by photo-emission at the inner surface of 




of radiation cause the observed anomalies (assuming that a seasonal effect is not superimposed to the 
other ones). 
 
2.2.3. Remarks about decay measurements 
 
Regarding the anomalous variations observed in previous experiments, it can be emphasized that they 
do not always start after placing the counters inside the box and at the same speed. For example, the first 
transient in Fig. 4a starts after two hours and only reaches a maximum two hours later (in contrast to 
what happens in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, where the upward trend starts later). Aside from this, it is also 
apparent that in these experiments, abnormal results can be observed not only after a time of the source 
having been placed inside the enclosure (a kind of time-lag), but also when the period of observation 
increases (see last jump in Fig. 3a). 
 
As already pointed out, the observed changes in mean values and in strong fluctuations of activity 
could be explained by changes (fluctuations) in detector’s dead time and recovery time. But then, the 
related changes in pulses’ shape should be attributed to changes in the detector’s time constant RC, where 
R is the resistor of the counting circuit and C is the counting circuit equivalent capacitance (the sum of 
tube capacitance along with the cables and stray capacitances). So, a hypothetical drop in RC could cause 
two competing effects: on the one hand, it could reduce the pulses’ length and thus the dead time 
(favoring the increase of counting rates), and on the other hand, it could reduce the pulses’ amplitudes, 
thus reducing the probability of pulses detection). In any case, one question is whether the counting 
circuit time constant experiences some changes inside the MFC and why, and also if those hypothetical 
changes might depend on the materials used for the electronic circuitry. A first attempt to look for such 
variations is performed in the next sections using a class-I multilayer ceramic capacitor. 
 
Besides, one could also ask about the parallelism between the presented effects and the ones described 
in the Introduction section, and if some of the existing models (see [9]) could explain the described 
observations, which on the other hand, seem to happen only sometimes under unknown environmental 
conditions. In this regard, the possibility of a seasonal effect makes necessary to repeat these experiments 
in a similar way as performed by the authors mentioned in the Introduction section, i.e., along the year(s) 
and in coincidence with major cosmophysical events. By this means it might be checked if the MFC acts 
as a kind of amplifier of those effects. For now, the current and next experiments are intended to be the 
firsts ones of a longer series that could lead to conclusions about the variability (and periodicity) of decay 
rates measurements inside a MFC (either due to some effect on the measuring system, on the preparations 
themselves or on both). 
 
2.3. Spectrum of Cs-137 
 
The spectrum of Cs-137 was also checked both inside and outside the box. Since this was a test of 
preliminary character, only a few measurements were performed (in May 2000). The result is presented 









Fig. 7  Cs-137 gamma spectra comparison. a) Averaged gamma spectrum of Cs-137 both outside (blue) 
and inside (red) the MFC. b) Spectra photopeaks. The red (blue) dashed line is the averaged spectrum 
minus (plus) 4σm. The photopeak region is shifted to lower energies and the difference between 
photopeaks is higher than 8 σm.. Brackets are used to represent average values. 
 
 
Fig. 7a presents the whole spectra obtained both outside and inside the box, whereas Fig. 7b only 
corresponds to the photopeak region. This region, when measured inside the MFC, is shifted towards the 
lower energies: the photopeak that corresponds to the photon of 0.662 MeV is displaced in at least two 
channels and increased in more than 8σm, where σm is the standard deviation of the mean. Thus, it is 
apparent that the instrument reacted as if it was out of calibration both in energy (photopeak channel 
displacement) and efficiency (registered counts increase), which in turn could have been the response to 
some perturbation on the circuitry of the detector (resistors, capacitors and preamplifier). However, the 
valley, the Compton edge and the Compton continuum remain unaltered; the backscatter peak increases 
markedly due to the proximity of the MFC screen to the source and to the photomultiplier tube.  
 
Regarding the channels displacement, it cannot be said with certainty that it was an effect of the 
enclosure, because data about ambient temperature variations at the time of measurements are not 
available. Although those values were within the comfortability limits of the laboratory and quite stable 
(see later, Fig. 10), one cannot ascertain whether an increase or decrease of about 2 ºC could have taken 
place. However, such assumed variation would have not been reason enough to the increase in counts 
registered in the photopeak. This could be explained by an increase in after pulses, but in that case, one 
could ask why the possible factors that cause the after pulses [35] would be enhanced inside the 
enclosure. 
 
Another observation was an increase of resolution 𝑅𝑝, given by [46]: 
 
𝑅𝑝 = 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 𝐸𝑜⁄  (2) 
 
where FWHM is the peak full width at half maximum and Eo is the energy detected by the channel 
corresponding to the photopeak. Thus, it can be calculated that resolutions both outside and inside the 
MFC are respectively: Ro = 7.3% and Ri = 7.7%. This increment in 𝑅𝑝 represents an increase in 
electronic noise generated by the circuitry inside the shield, which in turn is also related to the thermionic 
emissions from the phototube dynodes. 
 
This is a complex process with many factors determining the shape of the spectrum. But as with the 






















































































circuit: assuming that the crystal time constant remains unchanged, the lower the photomultiplier time 
constant, the narrower the pulse will be, and thus, the more particles can be registered by the detector. 
Thus, the question rises again on whether such a circuit could be affected inside the MFC. This is 
analyzed in what follows. 
 
 
2.4. Low-pass filter time constant 
 
An input signal of 0.2 ms and 5 Vac was applied to the low-pass RC filter. The USB oscilloscope was 
set to perform one measurement of one second duration and the input signal was scanned at a rate of 400 
kHz. So a set of 5000 measurements of both the maximum output and input voltages could be taken each 
second and the average was calculated. This procedure was repeated four times both outside and inside 
the shield, and the corresponding average values were calculated. It has to be noted that the small USB 
measuring device was placed also inside the MFC due to its small dimensions. 
 
Using Eq. A.1, we obtained the average time constant 𝜏 = RC values in three cases: 
 
a) When the RC filter was transferred to the inside of the MFC, 𝜏 increased in average about 5.7%. 
b) When the RC setup was kept in the same place but the resistor R1 was substituted by two equal 
resistors R in series,  𝜏 increased by 5%. 
c) When the RC setup was kept in the same place but the resistor R was substituted by two equal 
resistors R in parallel,  𝜏 increased by 8%.  
 
Since a possible influencing factor could be the fringe capacitance between the wires of the setup and 
the metallic plates of the MFC, it is necessary to estimate that effect. The fringe capacitance between the 
wires of the setup and the metallic plate can be approximated by [47]: 
 










where w is an approximation for the width of the parallel-plate capacitor; 𝑡𝑑𝑖 and 𝜀𝑑𝑖 represent the 
thickness of the dielectric layer (distance from the wires to the MFC metallic wall) and its permittivity 
(air), respectively. H is the wire diameter. 𝜀𝑑𝑖 is the product of two terms, 𝜀𝑑𝑖 = 𝜀𝑟 ∙ 𝜀𝑜where 𝜀𝑟 = 1 (air 
relative permittivity) and 𝜀𝑜 = 8.854 ∙ 10
−12F/m. Approximately, the distance of the wire to the plate 
can be taken as 10 cm, and the capacitor and resistor wire diameter as 0.5 mm. With these values, the 
first term can be neglected and the fringe capacitance is about 12 pF/cm; for a total wire length of less 
than 10 cm, the parallel capacitance can be estimated as 0.1 nF, which is much smaller than the 10 nF 
capacitance. Therefore, the contribution of the wire capacitance can also be neglected. 
 
These measurements show that a circuit time constant RC can somehow be affected inside the MFC. 
Therefore, the next measurements were about the capacitance of the used class-I capacitor. 
 
 
2.5. Capacitance measurements 
 
Capacitance was measured directly with an Agilent LCR meter [48]. The used materials and 




and inside the MFC, at the frequencies, f, of 10 kHz (medium impedance), 100 Hz (high impedance), and 
also alternating between both frequencies, always with a test signal of 1 Vac. Some complementary 
measurements at f = 100 kHz were also carried out. From all the parameters which are possible to 
measure with the LCR meter, capacitance values are the only presented. 
 
 
2.5.1. Alternating measurements outside the box at 100 Hz/10 kHz  
 
In order to facilitate the description of the observations that follows, it is firstly convenient to present 
the response of the used capacitor when the frequency changes from 100 Hz to 10 kHz and vice versa 
under normal working conditions (outside the enclosure). This can be seen in Fig. 8: the first part is the 
capacitance measured at 100 Hz (mean (m) = 10.1936 nF, σ=0.001654 nF) followed by the values at 10 
kHz (m=10.0766 nF, σ=0.000123 nF); afterwards at 100 Hz and again at 10 kHz with similar means and 
dispersion σ. Each point (in this Figure and in the following) represents the mean of 180 measurements 
taken each hour and the confidence interval (given by ±2σm) is represented. Instrument’s accuracy at 100 
Hz is 0.3% of the reading and 0.08% at 10 kHz and 100 kHz. 
 
 
Fig. 8  Alternating measurements outside the shield at 100 Hz (high values about 10.19 nF) and 10 kHz 
(lower values about 10.07 nF) on 2015 April. When changing the frequency, capacitance changes 
abruptly, with no time-lag effect. 
 
 
So, the capacitance changes sharply when the frequency changes from 100 Hz to 10 kHz and vice- 
versa (the same happens when one of these frequencies is 100 kHz). At these frequencies, the dielectric 
of this capacitor does not show any time-lag effect caused by the frequency variations. However, it will 
be shown (section 2.5.3.1) that this is not always the case, particularly after having undertaken 
capacitance measurements at 10 kHz inside the MFC. 
 
Once seen how this capacitor behaves under these frequency variations (which includes the implicit 
self-heating effect), measurements were taken at 10 kHz but alternating the location from the outside to 
the inside of the MFC and vice versa (after that, the same was repeated at 100 Hz and 100 kHz). 
 
 
2.5.2. Alternating measurements inside and outside the box at 10 kHz   
 
Capacitance was measured at 10 kHz inside and outside the MFC, a total of five times successively 






























































110k, 310k, 510k), the means (or medians) and variances were equal. However, one or more of those 
statistics showed significant oscillations when the capacitor was transferred to the outside (but only in 
some of the successive data groups).  
 
In Table 1 it can be seen that capacitor worked at the frequency f = 10 kHz during 346 hours, of 
which 235 were spent inside the MFC, i.e., under conditions that have altered the measurements of decay 
rates and the spectrum of a preparation.  
 










110k IN 12-16 Feb. 92 10.0752 0.002192 
210k OUT 20-23 Feb. 65 10.0757 0.002250 
310k IN 27 Feb.- 2 Mar. 66 10.0751 0.002179 
410k OUT 4-6 Mar. 46 10.077 0.002148 
510k IN 6-9 Mar. 77 10.0768 0.080336 
 
On the other hand, when comparing the five groups (of Table 1) to each other, the result is that all the 
five groups fit a normal distribution but the variances in tests inside the box are different from those on 
the outside. Besides, medians (and means) fluctuate as shown in Fig. 9a: here also significant changes 
take place when the source changes from inside to outside the MFC and vice versa. The central line in 
Fig. 9bis the moving average of Cp values, and one can see the jump when the capacitor changes from 






Fig. 9  Capacitance measurements on 2015 February and March. Five alternating tests inside and 
outside the box at 10 kHz. a) Mean values of Cp, which fluctuate similarly to the medians. Although 
they are within instrument’s accuracy, there are statistically significant differences between the medians. 
When the capacitor changes its location from the inside to the outside, there is always an increase in Cp 
but of different intensity. The capacitance drops again when it is transferred to the inside. b) Moving 
average of Cp (central line); the jump from test 310k to test 410k is apparent. 
 
 
Cp values in Fig. 9a are within accuracy limits, but as in the case of decay rates measurements, 
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results raise the question on a possible slight change in dielectric state of polarizability. This seems to 
be also the case in the next section. 
 
 
2.5.3. Alternating measurements both outside and inside the box at 100 Hz   
 
Subsequently, in a similar way to what was done at 10 kHz, more measurements of capacitance were 
performed at the frequency of 100 Hz during the months of 2015 March and April. A summary of these 
next tests and its duration is given in Table 2.  
Table 2  Successive capacitance measurements both outside and inside  
the box at f = 100 Hz. 
Testf(Hz) 
 






1100 OUT 11-12 Mar 19 - - 
2100 IN  12-20 Mar 193 10.1892 0.017276 
3100 OUT 20-27 Mar 173 10.1877 0.015328 
4100 IN 27 Mar - 07 Apr 264 10.1858 0.015505 
5100 OUT 07-14 Apr 168 10.1917 0.016089 
 
These tests are described in what follows. 
 
 
2.5.3.1. First measurements outside and inside the box at 100 Hz  
 
In tests 1100 and 2100 (Table 2), two respective transients which showed significant changes surpassing 
instrument’s accuracy took place. With regard to test 1100 (11-12 Mar), it might be important to notice 
that the capacitor had been working before inside the box at 10 kHz (tests 110k, 310k, and 510k in Table 1), 
and later, the frequency was changed to 100 Hz. The obtained response can be seen in Fig. 10 from the 
beginning of the curve until its maximum, where Cp values stabilize. The Cp value at the beginning is ≤ 
10.13 nF, which is closer to the values at 10 kHz (i.e. about 10.0760 nF, as seen in Fig. 8), and does not 
correspond to the Cp values at 100 Hz (Fig. 8 and Table 1). In other words, when the frequency was 
changed to 100 Hz, Cp did not change abruptly to 10.2 nF, as seen in Fig. 8. Instead, it took about 19 
hours to reach the most characteristic value of 10.21 nF. The increment during this transient was of about 
0.07 nF (or 0.7%), which largely exceeds instrument’s accuracy. This gradual variation in Cp values does 
not correspond to the change in ambient temperature (just nearby the capacitor) which is also shown in 
Fig. 10.  
 
Regarding this first transient, all happens as if after working at 10 kHz during that specific long period 
of time (inside and outside the MFC) the dielectric structure had become “reorganized”, acquiring 
another (and lower and relatively anchored) state of polarization. This apparent remnant state seemed to 
disappear slowly with time (similarly to a dielectric relaxation response), thus returning at the higher 
state of polarization corresponding to the frequency of 100 Hz (which in turn justifies the higher 
capacitance). 
 
After reaching its characteristic value at 100 Hz at the outside, the capacitor was placed immediately 
inside the box for the next 193 hours, from 2015 March 12 to March 20 (test 2100, Table 2); the 





Now another anomalous response was observed because its capacitance decreased almost 
continuously, and only after eight days (about 189 hours) the drop in Cp values exceeded the limits of 
instrument’s accuracy (± 0.0318) plus the error due to ambient temperature variations. This drop in Cp 
values resembles the ones observed in Fig. 9a after placing the capacitor inside the box, but now the 
change is more significant. 
 
 
Fig. 10  Cp (solid line) and ambient temperature (dashed line) outside and inside the box at 100 Hz from 
2015 March 11 to 2015 March 20 (tests 1100 and 2100, Table 2). The first ascending part of the curve (test 
1100, outside the box) develops during 19 hours instead of taking place instantaneously, and the increase 
is of about 0.07 nF. The descending part (test 2100, inside the box) takes place during the following 193 
hours, and the difference between maximum and minimum values is 0.036, which also exceeds the 
accuracy limit of the instrument. 
 
 
Since the temperature coefficient is ± 30 ppm/ºC, the error due to temperature deviation from 25ºC is 
±0.0012 ºC, thus, the overall error for Cp is ±0.033 nF, which is less than the observed difference 
between maximum and minimum Cp values.  
 
On the other hand, this behavior cannot be correlated with ambient temperature variations either, as it 
can be deduced form different simple regression models. 
 
 
2.5.3.2. Comparison of tests outside and inside the box at 100 Hz 
 
In Fig. 11 the results of tests 2100 to 5100 of Table 2 are shown. These measurements were performed 
almost continuously, and those taken on the inside were longer because it was assumed that anomalies 
appeared after a period long enough inside the MFC. Fig. 11a shows all the successive means, starting 
with the ones of test 2100, which in turn is the descending part in Fig. 10. 
 
An ANOVA analysis and a variance check was performed with data of tests 2100 to 5100. Since one 
result was that all variances were different from each other, a medians comparison test was selected 
(means are very close to medians) and the results are presented in Fig. 11b. 
 
In Fig. 11b, one can see that the median of test 3100 (outside) remains at a lower level after the drop 
experienced inside the box after test 2100 (inside) although the corresponding values tend again to 































































































observed in test 4100 (inside) is even more significant (and resembles to the second part of Fig. 10). But 
this time, for some reason, capacitance recovers in test 5100 (outside) a value similar to its initial values 






Fig. 11  Comparison of test 2100 to 5100 of Table 2. a) Means of each successive hour during tests 2100 to 
5100. On the outside there is an apparent upward trend. b) Medians of tests 2100 to 5100 are different. 
Values inside the MFC tend to decrease.  
 
 
Tests 3100 and 5100 (outside) followed immediately to tests 2100 and 4100 (inside), and there was no 
sudden change in Cp mean values, only a slow increase (which remained within the accuracy limits), 
approaching to the values observed in both Fig. 8 and Fig. 10, corresponding to the capacitance at 100 
Hz.  
 
Moreover, it is noteworthy that the standard deviation in test 2100 is 0.017276 nF, which is much 
higher than the σ value 0.001654 nF observed in Fig. 8. Similarly, in test 4100 σ is also one order of 
magnitude higher than in Fig. 8. 
 
 
2.5.4. Alternating tests inside the MFC at 100 Hz and 100 kHz 
 
From previous tests, it can be suspected that anomalous dielectric responses can appear inside the 
MFC, which in turn seem to be related to the used frequency. But also, it seems to be related to the shield 
and to the dates when the measurements were taken, and thus, to some environmental uncontrolled 
factor. Therefore, in order to repeat (at a different time) and to complement previous tests both inside and 
outside of the enclosure, more Cp measurements were taken at frequencies of 100 Hz and 100 kHz (Fig. 
12), from 2015 June 17 to 2015 July 3. 
 
The two new tests at 100 Hz (one outside and one inside the box) showed the highest and most 
significant differences (Fig. 12a); the corresponding measurements were taken on 2015 June 18 and on 
2015 June 25 respectively. A t-test yielded that both the medians and the variances are statistically 
different: 10.2781 nF for test 6100 (outside) and 10.2001 nF for test 7100 (inside), and again, Cp dropped 
and outliers increased. The difference of about 0.078 nF for the medians (and means) is similar to what 
obtained in Fig. 10 and is significantly greater than the instrument’s accuracy limit. 
 
Besides, five alternating tests at 100 kHz also showed significant differences between the means, 
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12b). Outliers tend to be more abundant in the inside. Similarly to tests at 10 kHz, some results are 
statistically different when changing from inside to outside the MFC and vice versa, but do not surpass 
instrument’s accuracy, which until now has been only observed at 100 Hz. It would be worth analyzing 






Fig. 12  Comparison of tests inside and outside the box at 100 Hz and 100 kHz. a) Two tests at 100 Hz 
performed on 2015 June 18 and on 2015 June 25. Cp drops inside the cage. b) Five alternating tests 
(inside and outside) at 100 kHz; measurements between 2015 June 18 and 2015 July 2. Capacitance 
decreases inside the MFC (and outliers tend to increase), but less than at 100 Hz. 
 
 
2.5.5. Cable capacitance measurements 
 
The connecting cables between the GM counter tube and the scaler have a capacitance which 
contributes to the pulses’ shape and amplitude. Therefore, the cable capacitance (with another type of 
dielectric), between the GM1 and the scaler, was measured both outside and inside the box at a frequency 
of 100 Hz. Results are presented in Fig. 13. The first hour corresponds to measurements outside the 
enclosure whereas the following five hours elapsed on the inside (Fig. 13a). An ANOVA analysis shows 
that all the variances were different but the medians weren’t. 
 
  
Fig. 13  Cable capacitance (Cp) outside and inside the shield. Moving average of ambient temperature 
Ta is also shown. a) First hour outside the enclosure and the following five hours inside it. The increase 
of noise inside the MFC is apparent, but the median is the same for all the six data groups. b) Cp and Ta 
moving averages along almost five days. After a slight increase at the beginning of the measurements, 
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Fig. 13b shows how Cp varies along the days: after a slight but significant increase during the first 
day, Cp diminishes. So, the median on 2016 March 16 was 73.14 pF, whereas five days later it was 72.44 
pF and the standard deviations 1.3331and 1.778 pF respectively, with no correlation with ambient 
temperature. This was a statistically significant decrease of about 0.7 nF (or1%), greater than the 
decrease observed in capacitor’s capacitance at 100 Hz (i.e. 0.078 nF or 0.7%). But although the cable 
capacitance diminishes, it is only a small portion of the cable (about 20 cm) which is placed inside the 
box; therefore, the overall cable capacitance reduction can be estimated in only 0.2 pF. This is a small 
variation compared with the total stray capacitance (cable plus tube capacitances, i.e., > (73 + 3.5) pf)).  
The referred capacitance changes cannot explain the observed changes in decay rates measurements. 
This can be explained as follows. On the one hand, the counter tube dead time (td = 230 μs) implies 
losses up to 7.4% in counts (as in the GM counts shown in section 2.2.1., for a typical count rate of 300 






where r is the measured counting rate and rc is the rate that could be measured without losses. Conversely, 
a reduction in losses of 3% would require a reduction of dead time and hence a reduction of pulses length 
(duration) of about 97 μs which is not realistic. An estimation of the pulse length reduction (and pulse 
amplitude increase) due to a capacitance reduction can be obtained from a simulation of the pulse shape 
by means of the counter equivalent circuit [49]. With this method one can calculate that a capacitance 
reduction of 1 nF only represents a pulse length reduction of about 1.5% and a pulse amplitude increase 
of 0.5%. 
An analysis of how a MCA pulse shape P(t) changes due to the detector capacitance variations can be 
















Where Q is the charge of one impulse, C is detector’s capacitance; 𝜏 and 𝜏𝑐 are the detector and crystal 
time constants respectively. From (5) it can be seen that small changes in capacitance like the ones 
mentioned above do not change the pulse height and length significantly. 
 
2.6. Remarks about previous capacitance and decay measurements 
In section about decay measurements, it was asked if detectors circuitry could actually be altered 
inside the MFC. It has been shown that capacitance (of a class-I multilayer passive component) can 
experience slight but significant changes inside the enclosure which cannot be attributed to the ambient 
temperature variations existing in the laboratory. Aside from this, if those changes could be explained by 
a variation in dielectric’s polarizability, it should be explained how this can happen, and also which is the 
mechanism that causes the observed variations. If we could actually discard trivial reasons, one should 
analyze dielectric’s polarizability equations which characterize those materials [50]. And if this could be 




one could expect different capacitance changes depending on the used dielectric. In this regard, 
preliminary measurements have been shown in previous paragraph, where significant changes in cable 
capacitance (with a different type of dielectric) have been measured, but this should be tested in more 
experiments with more types of capacitors (including the GM counter tube). 
Regarding the experiments with detectors, it has been shown that environmental parameters cannot 
explain the observed changes. But since the capacitor and cable capacitance can experience significant 
changes inside a MFC, this could explain a portion of the observed variations in count rates, because the 
time constant of measuring circuits can experience slight but significant changes. This affects pulses’ 
shapes and hence, the number of recorded counts but only in a small portion which does not explain the 
total observed increase in cpm. 
Moreover, if the observed capacitance changes were related to variations in electrical forces inside the 
materials, one could ask if other parameters like the work function in GM cathode and MCA dynodes 
could also be affected, which in turn might explain the appearance of after pulses.  
 
3. Summary and conclusions  
 
In this paper we have shown anomalous results when taking measurements of background radiation, 
radioactive decay rates, the gamma spectrum of a source, the time constant of a low-pass RC filter and of 
capacitors’ capacitance inside a metallic screen (in the shape of a modified Faraday cage), as compared to 
previous initial measurements on the outside.  
 
The observed changes were statistically significant variations of the initial mean (or median) values 
taken outside the MFC. Other statistics like variance, skewness and kurtosis changed significantly, as 
well as the presence of outliers which tend to increase inside the MFC.  
 
Regarding radiation measurements (taken with a Geiger-Müller counter tube), results were different 
depending on whether the measurements were the background counts, or decay rates of Ra-226, Tl-204 
or Sr-90/Y-90. Specifically, background counts showed changes from 12 cpm to 18 cpm.  
 
Decay rates usually increased or oscillated (up to 3%) after placing the GM counter tube inside the 
box. However, the different nuclides yielded different responses as if it were dependent on the type of 
interaction between the radiation to be measured (electromagnetic radiation or particle) and the counter 
tube. Besides, rates did not changed immediately and with the same speed; they usually only did after 
several hours of having been placed inside the MFC; sometimes peaks in activity occurred coincidentally 
around 00:00 hours. These changes in decay rates varied along the months up to 5%, and were different 
both in intensity and sign depending on the used nuclide: Ra-226 increased whereas Tl-204 decreased. It 
was checked that rates were not significantly dependent on environmental factors like temperature, 
pressure, air density or high voltage instability. 
 
The spectrum of a nuclide like Cs-137 (taken with a MCA) was also altered inside the MFC: the 
photopeak increased in more than 8σavg (or by about 4.5%), as if the instrument had gone out of 
calibration. Thus, it was apparent the increase of noise inside the instrument when placed inside the box, 





Regarding the RC filter time constant using a class-I capacitor, increments of more than 5% were 
measured depending on the configuration of the filter, and using a voltage signal of 5 Vac. 
 
Direct capacitance measurements using a LCR meter at 100 Hz, 10 kHz, 100 kHz, and a test signal of 
1 Vac showed variations when changing the capacitor location from inside to outside the MFC (or vice 
versa), which were statistically significant but remained within instruments accuracy limits. However, at 
100Hz, the highest and statistically significant variations up to 0.7% were observed, which also surpassed 
instruments accuracy limits. Cables capacitance also showed a slight but significant decrease with time, 
which contributes to a small variation in detectors’ time constant. Since the capacitor and cable 
capacitance of the measuring devices show significant variations inside the MFC, it is plausible that these 
changes are a factor that influence decay rates measurements and spectrum shapes. But this change does 
not explain all the observed increase in cpm. Therefore, it remains to be clarified which is the factor (and 
its nature) which determines not only the observed changes in capacitance, but also the rest of the 
observed variability in cpm measurements.  
 
Even though we statistically confirmed that the fluctuations and jumps observed in our experiments 
carried out in the modified Faraday cage are a systematic and measurable effect, these fluctuations cannot 
be explained by any of the environmental effects we have considered and measured. Further work is 






Appendix: Materials and Methods  
 
The experimental materials, setups and procedures are described in what follows. 
A.1) Radioactive samples, detectors and screens  
Four radioactive sources of Ra-226, Tl-204, Sr-90/Y-90 and Cs-137 were used. The three first were 
used with the Geiger-Müller counters (GM), whereas the latter was used with the multichannel analyzer 
(MCA). The first source was a sealed Ra-226 preparation manufactured by Amersham/Searle, model 
184100, T1/2 = 1600 y, and of 0.9 μCi activity. This nuclide disintegrates mainly by alpha emission to the 
186 keV level and to the ground state level of Rn-226 (probabilities 5% and 95% respectively). The 
decay chain yields alpha, beta, gamma and X-rays emissions from daughter nuclide. Alpha particles 
appear with a kinetic energy up to 4.8 MeV and the energies of the other emissions can be found in the 
literature [51, 52, 53]. 
 
The activity of the Tl-204 source was about 1 μCi. This nuclide disintegrates by beta minus emission 
(97.1%) and by electron capture (EC) transition (2.9%) to the ground states of Pb-204 and Hg-204. The 
respective energy emissions are 763.7 keV and 347.5 keV and T1/2 = 3.78 y. As a consequence of the EC 
transition X-rays are emitted with energies between 8.721 and 87.911 keV [54, 55]. From this radiation, 
only 20% of the photons have energies lower than 25 keV (about 8 – 15 keV), and therefore there is a 
significant chance to interact with the gas, thus initiating ionization of the gas in the Geiger-Müller tube 
and consequently the Townsend avalanche. But detection efficiency of the remaining 80% of the photons 
(with energies between 68 and 88 keV) is as low as a few per cent, thus leaving most of the radiation 
passing through the tube without causing ionization. However, these highly penetrating rays (> 25 keV) 
can be detected when they eject electrons from the inner surface of the cathode [35, 56]. 
 
The third source was a Sr-90/Y-90 preparation of 0.1 μCi activity: it is practically a pure beta particle 
source. Sr-90 disintegrates by beta minus emission (546.0 keV) to the ground state of Y-90, which in turn 
disintegrates also by beta minus emission (2284.0 keV) to the Sr-90 fundamental level. Half-lives are 
28.79 y and 64.1 h respectively. Gamma-photon emission from the decay of Y-90 is of 1.761 MeV, but it 
can normally be ignored because it is very infrequent (only 0.02%). Therefore, the main mechanism of 
detection of these rays is by the direct ionization of the gas atoms.  
 
These isotopes are useful for our purposes because, as shown in the literature, they seem to be 
sensitive to whatever influence causes the alteration in decay rates [9, 14]: Ra-226 is one of the sources 
which exhibit an annual variation in decay rates, and since Tl-204 and Sr-90/Y-90 are also beta-radiation 
emitters, they are also appropriate because oscillations and periodicities in decay rates seem to appear 
primarily in this kind of nuclides [10]. 
 
Additionally, one Cs-137 preparation of 5 μCi activity was used. It was manufactured by Rotem 
Industries Ltd, model No.A-80080 and reference RS-214. Cs-137 disintegrates by beta particles of 
intermediate energy and the count rate includes conversion electrons from the 0.662 MeV gamma ray 
[47]. This energy is characteristic of the Cs-137 spectrum, observable in the corresponding photopeak.  
 
Radiation emitted by the radiation sources could be detected by two GM counter tubes and one 
multichannel analyzer. GM counter tubes are type ZP1431 for β and γ detection [57]. This type of 




The fill gas is an inert gas (argon or neon, with ionization potentials of about 16 and 21.5 eV 
respectively) mixed with a halogen for quenching purposes (usually chlorine or bromine) , with a lower 
ionization potential than the inert gas [35, 38]. Currently, cathodes are metals with high atomic numbers 
and work functions which are significantly lower than the gas ionization potential (chrome iron as in this 
type of tube) which inhibits the production of secondary electrons. The anode-cathode capacity of the 
tube is about 3.5 pF. On the other hand, GM maximum plateau slope is 0.04%/V, the plateau length is 
about 250 V and its maximum dead time is 230 μs.  
 
The stability of GM counters (and other detectors), with respect to environmental factors 
(temperature, pressure and humidity), has been well studied [10, 58]. But in addition, data provided by 
the counter tube supplier (Sharon Morris, Centronic Ltd, private communication, 2015) about activity 
measured at different temperatures of 23, 50, 60, and 70 degrees centigrade, yields a linear regression 
line: cpm = 100873 + 53.1367 T(ºC), with R
2
 = 0.98. Thus, temperature variations of ± 5 ºC would yield 
± 0.3 % error in measured cpm: this temperature variation span is higher than the temperature variations 
observed during the experiments and therefore the errors due to these changes will be lower than 0.3%. 
As it will be shown in the Results section, the observed changes in cpm are higher than this value. It 
should be stressed at this point that the environmental conditions in the laboratory ensured a small 
temperature variability of less than ± 5 ºC; along one day it can vary about 1ºC (see Fig. 10). On the other 
hand, ambient pressure oscillations cannot be a factor influencing the counter stability because the fill gas 
is insensitive to those variations [59].  
 
One could also think that air density variations due to changes in ambient temperature and relative 
humidity could be a reason for the possible oscillations in decay measurements. But it has been 
demonstrated [10] that this is not an issue when analyzing periodic changes in 𝛽− decay rates measured 
with GM counters in a usual laboratory with comfortable ambient conditions. However, in some of the 
experiments in section 2, temperature and air density values are plotted or given to show that there is not 
a drop (increase) in decay measurements with increasing (decreasing) air density. The values of air 
temperature and relative humidity that allow the calculation of wet air density are obtained from the 
meteorological station located nearby the laboratory; therefore, variations indoors are even lower than 
outdoors.  
 
The GM counter tubes (GM1 and GM4) and the source are placed inside closed lead containers with 
up to 3 cm thick walls (Fig. A.1.). The lead shields reduce both the background environmental and 
cosmic radiation detected by the counter tube and protect from the radiation emitted by the sources. The 
tubes are located in the upper part of the lead shield and the mica window of the counter tube is oriented 
vertically downwards to receive the radiation coming from the radiation source located below, on a tray, 
which in turn can be placed at different distances from the window; so, the radiation beam is directed 
upwards. The tubes are held tight by means of a nut which must be unscrewed to loosening and 
eventually to replace them. This is one aspect that ensures that the distance to the source cannot be 
changed; another one is the plastic structure where the tray is placed: in Fig. A.1 one can see that the tray 
can be placed in different slots of the structure, all of which have almost no clearance. The third slot was 









Fig. A.1. The lead container of counter tube GM1. a) The upper door used to extract the counter tube; 
the front door to introduce the source. b) The source inside the lead container, on a tray inserted in the 
third slot.  
 
The source is always placed in the same horizontal position, Fig. A.1. First because the tray cannot 
move horizontally when the lead door closes and secondly, because it is fixed by means of a clamping 
ring (brown ring in the Figure) which in turn is fixed and located inside a notch in the tray (Fig. A.1b). 
Besides, the correct position of the source was always checked after moving the lead container from 
outside to inside the box or vice versa. 
 
Counts detected by the GM counter tubes were registered with a scaler-timer manufactured by 
Ludlum, model M2200, and transferred to a computer to store and analyze the radiation counts. All 
potentiometers and switches in the front panel were always in the same position. Specifically, the high 
voltage potentiometer was always placed at 500 VDC. The connecting 50 ohm coaxial cable between the 
lead container and the scaler also protects from noise. The standard cable is model L-5D2V, with a static 
capacity of 100 pF m
-1
, 80 cm length, and probably polyethylene as dielectric. The capacitances of the 
connecting cables to GM1 and GM4 are about 73 pF and 107 pF respectively when measured with the 
LCR meter (see below meter description). These values are the same for any position and geometry of 
the cables (stretched out or forming a double loop). Their capacitance does not change immediately when 
they are close to (or even in contact with) the metal of the box. But it will be shown that, similarly to the 
capacitor, it changes and diminishes slowly with time (see experiments about capacitance 
measurements). 
 
Scaler high voltage can be considered very stable because the power source is built with the integrated 
circuit LT1304: between 10 and 30 ºC the slope of the feedback voltage curve is minimal and hence the 
stability vs temperature is maximal. Besides, eventual small variations in voltage would not cause 
significant variations in recorded cpm because GM operation point is located around the middle point of 
the plateau. 
 
In addition to the lead containers, a MFC was used where the containers could be placed, optionally 
together with the scaler. The MFC is a box of about 50x50x50 cm, made of four alternating metallic and 




1 mm thickness. This metal has always been reported to produce the most noticeable effects [27, 31]. The 
aluminum shields are almost perfect screens for a very wide range of electromagnetic signals. 
 
The multichannel analyzer was manufactured by Silena, model 201 N. It basically consists in a 
scintillation detector which uses a INa(Tl) as the detection crystal, along with an electron multiplier zone, 
and provides the energy spectrum of the analyzed nuclide. According to the manufacturer, the spectrum 
can be drifted up to 0.5%/ºC, but it depends on the specific tube that is being used.  
 
 
A.2) Low-pass RC filter and electronic components measuring equipment 
 
In the experiments mentioned in the Introduction section, where anomalous results are described, the 
question always arises on whether decay rates are uncorrelated in time with any other influence or on 
whether the anomalous results simply represent instrumental effects. In that context, and given that the 
electronics of a GM detector include a combination of resistors R and several capacitors C [35], a low-
pass RC filter was built and tested inside the MFC to check for possible variations of its response. The 
low-pass filter consists of a 27.3 kΩ metal film resistor R, in series with a 10 nF nominal value multilayer 
ceramic capacitor C, make Epcos, model B37986N, class I (low dielectric constant), 50 VDC, with no 
aging effect, temperature characteristic C0G, temperature coefficient ± 30 ppm/K. Both elements exhibit 
a very high stability over a broad temperature range.  
 













where 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓, 𝑓 being the applied alternating current frequency and 𝜏 = 𝑅𝐶 is the filter time constant 
and Vo and Vi are the output and input signals respectively. The ratio given by (A.1) must remain 
constant for a given frequency. Therefore, by registering the values of Vi and Vo in tests performed both 
inside and outside the box, it is possible to check for possible RC changes inside the metallic shield. 
 
The RC low-pass filter input and output signals were measured with a USB oscilloscope [60]. This 
setup can be connected to a computer to visualize, register and analyze all the measurements. 
 
Additional precise measurements of capacitor’s impedance Z, reactance Xc = 1/ωC and dissipation 
factor D were performed with an HP 4263 LCR meter [45]; the test fixture HP 16089B (Kelvin clip 
leads) minimizes parasitics during capacitors testing. This equipment was calibrated before 
measurements. The meter was connected to a computer along with a temperature sensor installed in an 








To ensure that the functioning and measurements with the GM detector were reliable it was first 
checked with the Ra-226 source that the GM counter plateau slope was according to the specifications (≤ 
0.04%/V). Secondly, by means of the χ
2
 test, it was checked that the recorded background counts (and 
decay rate) fitted a Poisson (or normal) distribution [35]. Later, it was also verified that background 
measurements were stable, and after that, a comparison between a succession of measurements both 
inside and outside the MFC was performed to check for possible discrepancies.  
 
To verify the stability of the counter over time, background counts were taken (for instance), during 
60 consecutive hours in periods of one minute (60 measurements per hour), and data were pooled in 60 
groups of 60 data each one. These data groups were analyzed with the statistical program Statgraphics 
Centurion: it provides an ANOVA table and a variance check to test the equality of the means and 
variances respectively (of the successive groups), at the desired confidence level (95% or 99%). The 
results can be graphically represented with the multiple sample comparison option (using Tukey’s 
honestly significant difference HSD, or the least significant difference intervals, LSD). 
 
In long series of measurements, the data groups which exhibit the greatest differences could be also 
analyzed by pairs with a t-test to confirm the statistically significant difference of means and variances, 
(the program also provides information about all the statistics of interest). Alternatively, the differences 
amongst data groups can be analyzed by means of the standard error. To this end, the means (of the 
successive groups) can be plotted along with the error bars of ±2σm, where σm is the standard deviation of 
the mean given by σ/√N, σ is the data standard deviation and N is the number of repeated counts. 
 
Once checked the correct functioning of the GM counters, background measurements were taken 
inside the MFC to be compared with previous tests outside the box. For this purpose, counts were 
recorded in a similar way as in the outside, i.e., firstly, discontinuously during periods of several hours 
along several consecutive days. Afterwards, measurements were taken in a continuous way during longer 
periods but alternating the location of the source between outside and inside the MFC. This additional 
procedure was adopted to answer the question of whether some unexpected effects could be observed 
when measuring in this way. 
 
To analyze and compare the results both outside and inside the MFC, different tests can be applied. 
So, a non-parametric test (Kruskal-Wallis) to compare medians was always performed when the 
requirements for an ANOVA analysis were not fulfilled.  
 
Moreover, subsequent background counts measurements were performed from time to time aiming to 
check the stability of the detector and to confirm the repetition of the observed results over time, as well 
as to compare results in different time periods (months). 
 
All the elements of the setup were always the same (cables, lead containers, scaler-timer and 
geometry of the system). 
 
Similar procedures were followed to analyze and compare decay rates of the three aforementioned 
preparations both outside and inside the metallic screen. First, measurements were collected over several 
days during similar periods of several hours each day, in consecutive constant time intervals. The 
comparisons between these measurements were performed with an ANOVA test. Also sometimes, the 





Additionally to those tests, some measurements were also taken and the results analyzed when the 
scaler-timer was introduced inside the MFC along with the lead container to isolate (theoretically) even 
more the whole system from external radiations. 
 
Later, and since in the aforementioned literature periodicities and fluctuations over long periods of 
time are described, it seemed reasonable to look for gradual variations (transients) in decay rates 
measurements when taking continuous measurements inside the MFC for lengthy periods of time (here 
also the consecutive one hour data groups were compared). Therefore, to complement the first tests 
(performed in a discontinuous way), continuous measurements were undertaken, a) keeping the 
preparations during about one day (or more) inside the enclosure and b), changing its location from the 
outside to the inside and vice versa. In this way, it was also intended (sometimes) to look for possible 
trends and/or coincidences, particularly with the hour of the day (as noted by Piccardi in his tests D [23] 
or as described by Parkhomov [61]).  
 
The spectrum of the Cs-137 was directly obtained with the Silena MCA. The spectrum analysis was 
of preliminary character because the photomultiplier tube was not fully shielded with lead; therefore, the 
spectrum was obtained only four times outside the MFC and five times inside it. The average number of 
counts per channel was calculated and by this means the averaged spectrums for both outside and inside 
the box were obtained and compared. 
 
A.3.2) Method for measuring the low-pass RC filter time constant 
The RC low-pass filter time constant RC can be measured by means of its transfer function given by 
(A.1). To check for possible transfer function variations, we used the aforementioned USB digital wave 
form generator and oscilloscope. To this end, a sinusoidal voltage of 5 kHz and amplitude Vi of 5 V was 
fitted into the low-pass filter input; both Vi and the output amplitude Vo were registered by means of the 
same instrument.  
 
The USB oscilloscope was set to perform one measurement of one second duration, and the input 
signal was scanned at a rate of 400 kHz. So, a set of 5000 measurements of both the maximum output 
and input voltages could be taken each second and the average was calculated. This procedure was 
repeated four times outside the box, and the corresponding RC average value calculated by means of the 
transfer function. 
 
In a fixed position inside the box, different values of the series resistor R were used and the 
(supposedly) constant values for RC were checked.  
 
 
A.3.3) Method to measure the capacitance  
Measurements of impedance Z and capacitance C were performed according to the equipment’s 
measuring procedures [45]. The selected test frequencies were 10 kHz and 100 Hz, therefore, parallel 
equivalent circuit measuring model configuration was chosen because the corresponding tests 
impedances were medium and high respectively; some complementary measurements at 100 kHz were 
also undertaken. According to the reactance chart, the accuracies at 10 kHz and 100 kHz are 0.08% and 
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